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Quantum gravity \foam", among its various generic Lorentz non-invariant
eects, would cause neutrino mixing. It is shown here that, if the foam is man-
ifested as a non-renormalizable eect at scale M , the oscillation length gener-
ically decreases with energy E as (E/M)−2. Neutrino observatories and long-
baseline experiments should have therefore already observed foam-induced
oscillations, even if M is as high as the Planck energy scale. The null re-
sults, which can be further strengthened by better analysis of current data
and future experiments, can be taken as experimental evidence that Lorentz
invariance is fully preserved at the Planck scale, as is the case in critical string
theory.
The noisy vacuum of a quantum theory of gravity could a priori be imagined to have a
variety of eects on the wavefunction of a particle traveling through it. Although unitarity
would probably constrain the eects of the vacuum on the wavefunction’s amplitude, one
could imagine that its phase might be shifted by the local eects of quantum black holes and
the like which quickly pop in and out of the vacuum. Also, the type (flavor) of the particle
might be aected: for example, a virtual or quantum black hole could swallow a neutrino
of one type and spit out one of a dierent type as it evaporated. Thus, possible eects that
could be considered include Lorentz invariance violating (LIV) indices of refraction [1{3],
flavor oscillations of neutral particles [4{8], and corrugations of wavefronts, i.e. Rayleigh
scattering [7]. Let us assume that at some scale M (which is probably at most the Planck
energy scale), such eects would be strong, i.e. that the wave front would be \shifted" by
new physical eects by of order 1 (perhaps times some dimensionless coupling constant) per
length 1=M of travel, and that the eect depends on energy as some power of E=M . As the
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\new" physics such quantum gravitational eects would introduce is, almost by denition,
not derivable at present, not all of the literature on the subject shares the same assumptions.
For example, wavefront corrugation [7] could be considered radical in its eects - momentum
non-conservation at suciently high energy - yet it follows directly if the locally induced
changes in phase lack long-range correlation. This hypothesis appears to be ruled out [7]
by the observation that 10 MeV neutrinos propagated without Rayleigh scattering from
supernova 1987A (assuming that their scattering cross-section o cells of Planck foam scales
as E2 ). Also, charged particles in accelerators could not be stored for months at tens of GeV
if they were Rayleigh scattered by Planck scale foam. (TeV photons, though more energetic,
have a Rayleigh scattering cross-section that scales as E [7], so they are somewhat less
constraining.). We conclude that if such \foam" eects exist, they must preserve translation
invariance on the Planck distance scale and on larger ones; thus any non-vanishing eects
must be cooperative and coherent over space-like distances in this range of scales. Foamy
vacuum may cause LIV eects but apparently not opalescence, and we henceforth ignore
the latter possibility in favour of coherent eects.
Coherent eects include neutrino oscillations [5,6] and photon dispersion [1{3]. Coleman
and Glashow discuss neutrino oscillation from renormalizable LIV terms, which yield an
oscillation length that scales as 1=E, and their results imply that any such eect that is of
order unity at the Planck scale is already ruled out by many orders of magnitude. Amelino-
Camelia et al. considered a photon velocity that has a linear term proportional to E=M and
showed that it is marginally consistent for astrophysical gamma ray pulses if M is of order
1016 GeV.
The leading quantum gravity theory - critical string theory - predicts that in flat (empty)
space all interactions are Lorentz invariant (LI) down to, and including, the Planck scale.
LI in flat space is crucial to the internal mathematical consistency of string theory in that it
guarantees that its symmetries are valid at the quantum level(see, for example, [9]). However,
the Universe, possessing a preferred frame of reference, is clearly not LI. According to general
relativity, the matter in the Universe causes space-time to curve, and the ensuing curvature
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breaks LI. String theory allows such spontaneous breaking of LI, by allowing the possibility
that the curvature and additional moduli elds have time- and space-dependent expectation
values, but it does not allow LIV Planck scale \foam".
In this paper we consider a particular class of LIV eects - non-renormalizable eects of
the vacuum, which could be induced by a high energy/short distance physical cuto - and
show that they give rise to a neutrino dispersion that is linear in E/M. This is the dispersion
relation considered by Amelino-Camelia et al [1] for photons, but, like Coleman and Glashow
[5,6], we consider neutrino oscillations that it could induce. In contrast to the latter, we
consider non-renormalizable corrections, which depend on a higher power of E=M . If the
dierence between the propagation velocities of dierent neutrino flavors is proportional to
E=M then the oscillation length is proportional to (E=M)−2. (Amusingly, for M  EP lanck
it would give an oscillation length of order an astronomical unit for solar neutrino energies
and atmospheric length scales for atmospheric neutrino energies [7], but see below.) We
then apply the argument [7] that high energy experiments of neutrino oscillations with E−2
mixing lengths should be able to \detect" non-renormalizable cutos as high as the Planck
scale. We argue that such experiments can, by not detecting generic eects of such cutos,
provide experimental support for critical string theory versus many proposed alternative
theories, as the latter imply LIV physical cutos, while critical string theory provides a LI
cuto.
The possibility of neutrino oscillations arises when terms are added to the neutrino
sector of the Standard Model Lagrangian, such that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are
not coincident with, but rather linear combinations of the dierent neutrino flavors (the
eigenstates of the weak interaction). In the simplied case of two flavors, and a single
oscillation inducing interaction, a neutrino of flavor  can oscillate into a neutrino of flavor
 after having traveled for a distance X, with a probability that is usually expressed in
terms of a mixing angle  and an oscillation length L







The probability Pα!β contains all the information on the dynamical nature of the oscillation.
In the case of three or more flavors, the formula for Pα!β is more complicated, and includes
more than one oscillation term; since eq. (1) contains the essential physical ingredients of the
oscillation phenomenon, we will discuss only the two flavor case. If oscillations are induced
by several interaction terms, the total oscillation length Ltot is given by a combination of
the individual oscillation lengths Ln that each individual interaction would have induced on








from which it is clear that in general the total oscillation length is dominated by the shortest
one. In the case of more than two neutrino flavors, eq. (2) becomes more complicated, but
still the shortest oscillation length generally dominates over the others.
The most studied oscillation mechanism is due to the presence of neutrino mass. For




m being the neutrino mass dierence and here c = 1 = h. In fact, every LI term in the
eective action will give the same oscillation length energy dependence as a mass term. On
the other hand, energy dependence dierent from L / E is a smoking-gun signal of violation
of LI. Several examples of LIV eects have appeared in the literature: L / E0 [8,5], L / E−1
[10,6] and also L / E−2 [7,11].
Recent SuperKamiokande (SKK) results indicate that a - mass mixing mechanism is
the best candidate for explaining the observed -e anomaly in the atmospheric neutrino
flux [12]. The analysis of energy dependence of SKK data excludes LIV eects as the
primary source for the observed -e anomaly. Furthermore, by analyzing models in which
LIV terms are present in addition to the mass mixing, it is possible to put stringent upper
limits on their strength [13]. We show below that existing experimental data are already
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sucient to provide important clues about the nature of neutrino interaction at the Planck
scale, and that with better analysis and with more data LIV terms could be ruled out to
high accuracy. Our claim is based on a preliminary analysis of the L / E−2 case, which are
induced only by non-renormalizable terms in the neutrino eective Lagrangian. Dimensional
analysis shows that renormalizable terms in the neutrino eective action induce oscillation
lengths proportional to E−1 , or to a non-negative power of E. In particular, all possible
renormalizable and rotation invariant mixing terms in the neutrino eective action induce
oscillation lengths proportional either to E0, to E, or to E−1. This can be checked by a
case-by-case analysis of the dispersion relation induced by all the operators that are bilinear
in the neutrino eld, and have mass dimension not exceeding four. A complete set of such
operators is  γ0 ,  γ5γ0 ,  @t ,  γ
5@t ,  γ
0@t ,  γ
5γ0@t ,  γ
0i@i ,  γ
ij@kijk . (We
have not included in this list operators that can be obtained as linear combinations of them
and LI terms).
It follows that only terms that are both non-renormalizable and LIV can be the origin





(with SAB = diag(SA; SB), andM a mass parameter to be identied with the cuto scale, e.g.
MP lanck). A term as in eq.(4) is generic to every nonrenormalizable theory that is also LIV.
















also produce L / E−2.
We now consider the impact of (4) in the simple case of massless neutrinos (once this
is done, and the particular features of this term have been understood, the more realistic
case of massive neutrinos, with mass mixing, can be easily obtained by using eq. (2)), and
explicitly show that in this case L / E−2 .















)2−p2 = 0; and
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A LIV term could also arise in an otherwise LI theory, such as critical string theory, via
spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry. For example, a LIV contribution of the form
(4) could be generated, when a eld (which could be the dilaton, or any other of the moduli
elds of string theory) is slowly rolling in a background of a non-vanishing gravitational
potential. But in this case, the breaking would be proportional to the time derivative of the





could generate a LIV contribution of the form (4). Two steps of spontaneous symmetry
breaking are necessary; rst, in the weak gravity approximation, the \00" component of the
metric tensor can be written as 1 + 2 (  being the gravitational potential), thus turning
the @µ@µ in eq. (7) into @t@t − @i@i + 2@t@t. (as proposed in [10]). Then an additional step
of spontaneous symmetry breaking by, say, the slow roll of a eld , which could be the
dilaton, or any other of the moduli elds of string theory.  is then time dependent, so in





which has exactly the same form as (4).
Thus, even LI theories, such as critical string theory, allow for terms generating an
L / E−2 oscillation length. However, the term (8) contains, besides the gravitational
potential  (estimated to be  10−5 in the local cluster), the multiplicative factor ( _=M)
whose magnitude is severely constrained. If _ is non-vanishing then  has kinetic energy.
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The requirement that the kinetic energy density of  is not larger than universe closure
density provides an incredibly stringent bound _=MP lanck < 10
−61, which makes spontaneous
breaking eects completely undetectable. This conclusion extends to all the terms that can
produce an L / E−2 behavior since all of them must contain at least one time (or space)
derivative of a eld, and therefore are subject to the same (or similar) phenomenological
constraints.
Because all non-renormalizable theories are expected to generate higher derivative terms
at the cuto scale, and because such terms are not necessarily LI unless the physical cuto
mechanism itself is intrinsically LI, as in critical string theory, a detection (or exclusion)
of L / E−2 carries with it information about the high energy/short-distance properties
of the theory. In contrast, the detection of an energy dependence L / E−1 produced by
renormalizable terms (though in any case extremely interesting) would not carry with it
any such information. If LIV at the cuto scale is explicit instead of spontaneous, typical
mixing terms are expected to be of order unity (and detectable, as we show below), simply
because there is no symmetry that protects them. It follows that the detection of L / E−2
eect would be a denite signal that nonrenormalizable and LIV terms are present in the
neutrino eective action. We conclude that the detection of L / E−2 dependence in neutrino
oscillations would constitute strong evidence against critical string theory, in which the
ultraviolet cuto is realized in a LI way. Conversely, an experimental exclusion of such
an eect should be considered as vindication of critical string theory as compared to other
Planck scale models that violate Lorentz symmetry.
If one evaluates eq.(6), with E  1 GeV, M MP lanck, and SA−SB = O(1) as expected
in explicit LIV, one obtains an oscillation length of about 10 Km. Typical high end of the
energy range of solar neutrino observatories is about 10 MeV which results in an oscillation
length of about 10−3 AU. These estimates suggests that previous neutrino oscillation ex-
periments CHORUS [14] and NOMAD [15], and the currently operating experiments SKK
[12], K2K [16], and SNO [17], are already able to detect the proposed eect if SA,B is larger
than about 10−2. In this context, the existing data must be interpreted as a null result,
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SA,B less than about 10
−2, as the analysis of the energy dependence of the oscillation length
of SKK data shows that the observed oscillation is due to mass mixing L / E, rather than
to LIV terms [13]. Planned experiments MINOS and CNGS [18] will be able to strengthen
and verify these ndings. The situation is summarized in table I. As can be seen from the
table, we can already conclude without further analysis that the actual upper bound on 
is about 10−3, and that the forthcoming experiments are potentially capable of improving
this limit by at least one order of magnitude. A more detailed analysis could enhance the
sensitivity of neutrino oscillation experiments compared to the estimates in the table, as
shown in Figure 1.
EXP. STATUS hEi (GeV) L (Km) X (Km) α
CHORUS closed 1997 26 10−2 0.85 10−2
NOMAD closed 1999 24 10−2 0.94 10−2
SKK operating 1.3 10 10-104 1-10−3
K2K operating 1.3 10 250 10−2
SNO operating 0.008 105 108 10−3
MINOS starting 2003 15 0.1 730 10−4
CNGS starting 2005 17 0.1 732 10−4
TABLE I. Shown for each experiment are its operation status, mean value of observed neutrino
energy, oscillation length according to (6) (with SA − SB = 1), typical neutrino flight distance X,
and the ratio α = L/X. Parameter α can be thought of as the value of SA − SB for which L = X
for each experiment, that is, the lowest value of SA − SB to which each experiment is sensitive.
Furthermore, all these experiments observe (or plan to observe) a broad spectrum of
incoming neutrino energies, from about 10 MeV to few hundreds GeV or more, so in fact
each experiment sets a stronger constraint on non-renormalizable LIV terms as the high
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energy end of its range is exploited. In the case of SuperKamiokande the flight-distance also
varies - from a few tens of Kilometers to about 104 Km. Thus, better analysis of available
data, and additional data from planned experiments will allow the signicant strengthening
of the bound on SA,B, perhaps down to 10
−8. Figure 1 demonstrates that the limits reported



















FIG. 1. Shown are neutrino energy ranges and flight distances for each experiment; the diagonal
constant α lines indicate expected sensitivity. The SKK reach is represented by the two rectangles:
the dashed one outlines the energy range and flight distance of detected µ neutrinos, while the
solid one is for up-going muons. The stars display the data reported in table I, and mark neutrino
energies for which luminosity is maximal.
in table I can be improved by the analysis of the high-energy part of the neutrino spectra.
This is in contrast to the mass mixing case for which L is increasing with energy, where the
best bounds are obtained by the lowest energy tail of neutrino spectra. Up-going muons
in the SuperKamiokande experiments, reaching energies of 103 GeV , can provide the best
bound on  at about 10−8, while a value of 10−6 can potentially be reached by MINOS
and CNGS. A more detailed analysis is required to determine the highest energy at which
enough data can be accumulated.
We conclude that existing bounds are at most barely compatible with the existence
of a LIV ultraviolet cuto at the Planck scale. Strengthening of these bounds by better
analysis and additional data from future experiments would be an imminent vindication of
critical string theory, and a strike against models that allow explicit breaking of the Lorentz
symmetry at the cuto scale.
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